Total Risk Coverage Program

Protect your web applications throughout the SDLC

Web applications continue to be the leading attack vector for today’s adversaries. With the number of attacks on web apps having doubled since 2019, it’s more critical than ever for security teams and their development counterparts to strengthen and protect applications throughout the software development lifecycle (SDLC).

Our Total Risk Coverage Program takes a highly flexible and holistic approach to securing your web apps, from the identification and remediation of vulnerabilities with our leading DAST solution, InsightAppSec, to to reducing risk early through improved SecDev workflows. It focuses on your most critical applications, enabling unlimited scanning, while also reducing risk for noncritical applications with minimal operational overhead.

This empowers you with the strategy and technology to Test, Integrate, and Prevent exploitation of your apps from design through production, and fold seamlessly into the workflows and tools already leveraged by your developers.

Test
- Continuously test for application and API risk with default or custom attack templates
- Automate security testing by integrating into the SDLC
- Visualize application risk in real time with dashboards

Integrate
- “Shift Left” with dev team integrations that help identify vulnerabilities early
- Collaborate on fast-track fixes to reduce risk
- Keep all stakeholders informed with context-rich reporting and dashboards

Prevent
- Shorten remediation time with Attack Replay
- Automate vulnerability remediation workflows
- Stop Zero Days like Log4Shell with up-to-date attack modules and templates
What’s included in the program?

The Total Risk Coverage Program is priced per application*, and includes the following:

- Unlimited testing and monitoring of your most critical applications using InsightAppSec
- Four additional scans per year for your non-critical applications
- Deployment services to get you set up and running quickly
- Health checks to help you understand your application risk posture

*An application is a single domain name designed for end users with a specific purpose.

About InsightAppSec

Rapid7 InsightAppSec is our industry-leading DAST solution that helps you see more and remediate faster. InsightAppSec comprehensively checks for vulnerabilities in your modern apps and APIs with a rich library of attack modules that goes beyond just the OWASP Top Ten.

About Rapid7

Rapid7 is creating a more secure digital future for all by helping organizations strengthen their security programs in the face of accelerating digital transformation. Our portfolio of best-in-class solutions empowers security professionals to manage risk and eliminate threats across the entire threat landscape from apps to the cloud to traditional infrastructure to the dark web. We foster open source communities and cutting-edge research—using these insights to optimize our products and arm the global security community with the latest in attackers methods. Trusted by more than 10,000 customers worldwide, our industry-leading solutions and services help businesses stay ahead of attackers, ahead of the competition, and future-ready for what’s next.